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In Dart Hunt, two teams compete to find, steal and horde the highest amount of darts in a limited amount of time.
Rules:

Setup/ Goals:
- Two teams each have a base at opposite ends of the floor.
- There is 10 minute time limit to the game.
- The team with the most darts in their base at the end of the time limit wins.

Gameplay:
- Find the hidden darts and place it your team's base.
- Only Darts in the base count towards the final score.
- The base cannot be moved or stolen.
- Each player is given one STEAL card each. The steal card can be used to steal darts from any opponent.
- The steal card can only be used in the predefined area in front of the base.
- If the steal card is used and the opposing player does not have a dart, the card passes to the other team.
- If they do have a dart, they steal the darts and the card is discarded.
Map of the Game

- Areas with Hidden Darts
- Areas with No Darts
Elements: 41 Darts
Elements: Steal Cards (Each Person)